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Abstract 
Integral operators on interpolation sets in en 
by 
Jan Ub~e 
In this paper we study interpolation sets K in en. The paper is divided into two parts. 
In the first part we prove a general existence theorem for an integral-operator producing 
A(f!) extensions of any fin C(K). 
In part two we consider a paper by A. Nagel (6) "Smooth zero sets and interpolation 
sets for some algebras of holomorphic functions on strictly pseudoconvex domains". In his 
paper, Nagel constructs an explicit extension operator. We have been given the impression, 
however, that parts of Nagel's proofs are hard to follow. The proof presented here is 
essentially the same as Nagel's proof, but we believe we have simplified some obscure 
points. Our global theory is quite different, and is in our formulation of the problem, an 
almost immediate consequence of the local results. 
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Part 1 
A general existence theorem for an integral operator on peak-interpolation sets 
in en. 
In "Function Theory in the Unit Ball of en" (1 ), Rudin poses the following question: 
(19.3.13 p. 416) 
If K ~ on is an interpolation set for A(f!), is there an integral operator that produces 
A(f!) extensions of any fin C(K)? 
It is the purpose of this section to prove that such operators always exist. The deep part 
of this result is a theorem from Davie (2). 
Theorem (Davie) 
Let X be a compact metric space, and let A be a closed subalgebra of C(X) separating 
points and containing the constant functions. If K is a peak-interpolation set for A, then 
there exists a continuous linear extension operator T : C( K) -+ A. 
If we assume that n is compact, the theorem obviously applies to our situation. Given 
this extension operator, we can get an integral extension from a construction developed 
by Gleason (3). Indeed, an L1 version of our theorem could be proved directly from the 
results in this paper. (i.e. thms 2.14 and 3.11 should do the job). However, Bungart ( 4) 
has pointed out an ingenious trick that makes L=-kernels possible. 
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My proof is a modification of the proofs in (3) and ( 4). 
Theorem 
Let n cc en be a domain and let K can be a compact peak-interpolation set for A(Q). 
Then there exist a continuous linear operator T: C(K)---+ A(n), a measure a on Kanda 
flXa-measurable* function ¢> : n X K ---+ e s.t. 
(i) Tf(z) = f(z) on K 
(ii) Tf(z) = f f(e)¢>(z, e)da(e) on n 
K 
(iii) For zEn fixed, e ~ ¢>(z,e) is in L 00 (a) 
(iv) For e E K fixed, z ~ ¢>( z, e) is holomorphic. 
* ll is Lebesque-measure on en. 
Proof 
For Zo in n let D( Zo' ro) denote the maximal uniform poly disc abont Zo contained in n. 
For each multi-indice j, we consider the linear functionals Oz0 ,j in C*(f2) defined by 
The usual estimates on these integrals give 
Since A(Q) is an algebra of holomorphic functions, we locally have 
( **) 
Tf(z) = L < Tf,8zo,j > (z- zo)(j) 
(j) 
= L < f,T*8z 0 ,j > (z·- zo)(j) 
(j) 
= L j fdflz 0 ,j(z- zo)(j) 
(j)K 
(We have indentified T*8z 0 ,j in C*(K) with a measure llzo,i)· 
If ZQ is allowed to run through a countable dense subset { Zm} ~=l of f2, this gives US 
a global representation of T by a countable number of measures. The idea is now to 
use the estimate ( *) to sum all these measures together to a single measure a, and then 
use Radon-Nikodym derivatives in ( **) to get a local kernel. More precisely we do the 
following: Let 
v"!l = 11. • • (r /2)1il J rzm,J m 
By(*) 
2 
r-
So 
Cm = Lllvjii < 00 
(j) 
We define the measure a by 
a= LL2-mC~llvjl 
m (j) 
We obviously have lvjl ~ 2mCma so by the Radon-Nikodym theorem there exist a-
measurable functions Jj s.t. 
j fdvj = j J(e)Jj(e)da(e) 
K K 
and we can assume that lfj(e)l ~ 2mcm everywhere on K. When we use these functions 
in ( **) 
Tj(z) = L j fdf-Lzm,j(Z- Zm)(j) 
(j) K 
= L j fdvj( .;:..- )lil(z- zm)(j) 
(j) K m 
= L j f(e)Jj(e)(2frm)lil(z- zm)(j)da(e) 
(j) K 
The maximality of rm allows us to cover n by the polydiscs Dm = D(zm, rm/3). Now it 
is easy to see that on Dm there is a function </>m ( z, e) s. t. 
lii::;N L fj(e)(2/rm)lil(z- Zm)(j)--+ <Pm(z,e) uniformly in e 
(j) 
This makes it possible to interchange summation and integration, and then </>m(z, e) clearly 
is a local kernel on Dm. Since lfj(e)l ~ 2mCm independent of j, this kernel satisfies the 
conditions (iii) and (iv) in the theorem. To complete the proof, it suffices to find local 
kernels that coincide on the intersection of their domains. For each i,j let {zijk}~ 1 be 
dense in Din Di. 
Since for each ijk, and all f E C(k) 
J f(e)</>(Zijk, 0da(e) = J f(e)</>j(Zijk, e)da(e) 
K K 
the mappings e ~ </>i( Zijk' e) and e ~ </>j( Zijk' e) are equal except on a set Eijk of a-
measure zero. We redefine the local kernels by setting </>i(z, 0 = 0 if e E U Eijk· Since 
i,j,k 
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the kernels are continuous in the first argument, we will actually get (h(z, e)= cPi(z, e) on 
D i n D j) X K and this proves the theorem. 
• 
Part II 
Theorem (Nagel) 
Let n cc en be strictly pseudoconvex with C 3 boundary. Let M be a proper complex 
tangential submanifold of an of class C3 . If K c M is compact, there exists U open in M 
s.t. K C U and an integral extension operator T: Cc(U)--+ A(O). 
By a Tietze extenstion from C(K) to Cc(U) it follows that K is an interpolation set for 
A(O). To prove this theorem we will systematically exploit the two facts below: 
A) If n cc en is a strictly pseudoconvex domain with p a C2 defining function s.t. 
Lp(p)(a,a) 2:: Clal 2 , then there exist constants C\€ > 0 s.t. ReF(z,w) 2:: C1 lz- wl 2 if 
(z, w) En X an, iz- wl < € where F is the Levi polynomial. 
B) Let [ckl] be a strictly positive definite real symmetric n x n-matrix with inverse [ikl] If 
Rez > O,p > ¥ and a1a2, ···an are any real numbers, then 
j (z + 2i t aktk + t Ckltktl)-Pdt 
IJin k=l k,l=I 
n 
= C(n,p)det[ckz]-!(z + L rklakal)~-p 
k,l=I 
A is well known. To prove B consider the case n = 1 C11 = 1 a > 0 and note that 
Re(w2 + 2iaw + z) = (Rew) 2 - Imw · Im(w + 2ia) + Rez. If -2a :::; Imw :::; 0, then 
Re( w2 + 2iaw + z) > 0. By contour integration this enables us to write 
00 00 j (z + 2iat + t2)-Pdt = j [z + a2 + (t + ai?J-Pdt 
-oo -oo 
00 00 
= j (z + a2 + t2)-Pdt = (z + a2)t-p j (1 + t2)-Pdt 
-oo -oo 
= C(n,p)(z + a2)!-p and similarly if a:::; 0. 
In the general case you diagonalize the quadratic form, and apply the 1-dimensional result 
to each variable. 
• 
We first look at an example of how to use A and B to reach the conclusion. 
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Example 
We let n c cn+I have a defining function 
n 
p(z) = 4 L)Imzj)2 + 2Re(zn+d· 
j=l 
We consider the complex-tangential submanifold M can given by 
A short computation shows that the Levi-polynomial F is given by 
n 
F(z, t) = L(ti- Zj)2 - Zn+l if z E cn+l' t EM. 
j=l 
We then note that F has a trivial 2.order Taylor expansion in t, i.e. 
n n 
F(z,t) = F(z,s) + L2(sj- Zj)(tj- Sj) + L(ti- si? 
j=l j=l 
For each z we can chooses EM s.t Re(sj- Zj) = 0 j = 1, 2,,, n. We want to integrate F 
by the integration formula B. For this we need ReF(z, s) > 0. This is nearly what we get 
from A. We are actually cheating a little, the Levi-form in this case is only semi-definite. It 
is not hard, however, to see that ReF( z, s) 2': 0 when z E n \ M, and by a minor continuity 
argument you realize that the integration formula B still applies i.e. 
j 
By definition of n, Rezn+I :S 0 if zEn. In case Rezn+I = 0 then Imzi = 0 for j = 1, 2,,, n 
and we see that Imzn+l =j:. 0 if we avoid M. We conclude that Tp1(z) is well defined and 
never zero on n \ M. For f E Cc(M) we define 
J f(t)dt Tpf(z) = F(z, t)P and 
IAln 
Tf(z) = { ~C~(z)fTp1(z) ; ~ ~ \ M 
then gives the required extension operator. 
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If we let p = ntl we have a striking similarity with the Poisson kernel in a half-space in 
IRn+l. In this case 
General case-an outline 
We prove the general case in exactly the same way. It will, however, be necessary with some 
technical modifications. First of all we cannot expect to get ReF( z, w) > 0 everywhere, so 
we introduce a cut-off function '1/J E C~(Cn) s.t. 
€ 
'1/J(e) = 1 when lei < -4 
where E is the constant from A i.e. ReF(z,w) 2: Clz- wl 2 if lz- wl <E. We let J.L denote 
Lebesgue-measure on M and define 
Tpf(z) = J f(w)'lj;(z- w)dJ.L(w) 
F(z, w)P 
IL 
The proof then goes as follows. 
i) We show that the Levi-polynomial F has a second order Taylor expansion s.t. m 
terms of the Levi-form L 
ii) For each z we picky s.t. Lp(rf>(y))( <jl(y)- z, <P*) is pure imaginary. 
iii) Since the Levi-form is strictly positive definite it is easy to see that the second 
order terms form a strictly positive definite real symmetric m x m-matrix. 
iv) We note that ii) and iii) makes it possible to integrate the second order expansion 
by the formula B. Let H denote this integral. 
v) By long and tedious verification we show that H gives the "right" asymptotical 
behaviour for TPJ as we approach M. 
vi) We find a nice compact k including the original compact in the theorem, and 
define 
T K(z) = J '1/J(z- w)dJ.L(w) 
P F(z, w)P 
k 
vii) We correct the kernel by a uniformly bounded solution of 8, and add a possibly 
large real constant to the kernel to assure that ReTpK(z) > 0 everywhere. 
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viii) Tf(z) = Tpf(z)/TpK(z) then gives the extensions. 
General case-details 
We will now fill in the details to complete the proof. We start with a lemma. 
Lemma 1 
1 F(z, w)- F(z, b)= Lp(b)(b- z, w- b)+ 2Lp(b)(w- b, w- b) 
+ l:)wi- bi)Pi(b) 
z 
Proof 
We want to use a second order Taylor expansion in w. To do this you really need p E C 4 • 
It is fairly straightforward to see that you also have this estimate for p E C 3 • The details, 
however, are tedious, so we only prove the case p E C 4 . Up to significant terms we have 
aF aF 
aw· = Pi(w) Ow· = l:)wi- Zi)N;(w) 
I J i 
~F ~F ~F 
a a = Pii(w) awiaw· = N;(w) ow &w = O Wj Wj J Wj Wj 
Except from a convenient rearrangement of terms, the estimate is just Taylors formula . 
• 
Lemma 2 
H ¢: B--+ Rn is any C 3 -function w = ¢(x) b = ¢(y) then 
l:)wi- bi)Pi(b) 
I 
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Proof 
Estimate <P to 2.order. The lemma then follows immediately from the chain rule. 
• 
If <P happens to point in the complex direction, lemma 1 and 2 gives the desired Taylor 
expansiOn. 
Taylor expansion 
If M points in the complex direction and <jy: B ~ M is a C3 parametrization, then 
1 
F(z, <fy(x)) = F(z, <Jy(y)) + Lp(cfo(y))( <Jy(y)- z, <jy*) + 2Lp(cfo(y))( </Y*, </Y*) 
+ {!z- <P(Y)I 2 + !x- Yl2 }0{lx- Yl} 
m 
where <P* = 2.: :xp (y)(xk- Yk) 
k=1 k 
Local considerations 
We are now going to study the local behaviour of F as we approach a fixed point u E M. 
We will assume that <P: B ~ M is a parametrization s.t. <Jy(O) = u. 
For e E M we define 
T M j_ is then a smooth vector bundle over M. We use this to prove the following proposition. 
Proposition 1 
Let u EM. Then there exist a ball V about u and a smooth mapping(): V ~ M s.t. 
a) z- O(z) E Te(z)Mj_ for all z E V. 
b) z = 0( z) when z E V n M. 
Proof 
Since T M j_ is a smooth vector bundle over M, there exist a neighbourhood W about u in 
M and <P a smooth trivialization over W. Define 
I : w X R2n-m ~ en by 
l(p,v) = (1r1 +1r2)¢Y(p,v) 
Then 1 is a local diffeomorfism and I(P, 0) = p. For V a sufficiently small ball about u, 
we define 1-1 : V ~ W X R2n-m and put () = 1r1 o ~-1 
• 
Choice of expansion point 
From here on Vk will always denote a ball about u. Whenever we choose Vk, we will 
tacitly assume that we choose a ball strictly smaller than all the ones chosen before. We 
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start with the ball Vo from proposition 1, and choose Vj_. We also choose B CC B s.t. 
<P(B) c Vi and choose v2 s.t. 8(V2) c <P(B). For z E V2 we choose the expansion pointy by 
y = </J- 1 (8(z)) E B. Proposition 1 now says that Lp(tf>(y))( </J(y)- z, <P*) is pure imaginary. 
ii)• 
Distance estimate 
For z E V2 there exist C < oo s.t. 
dist(z, <P(B)) ~ Jz- 8(z)J ~ Cdist(z, <P(B)). 
Proof 
Let z E V1 . Since 8 is smooth, V 1 is compact and V2 c V 1 , J8(z)- 8(z0 )J ~ CJz- zol· 
If Zo E v 1 n M, 8( Zo) = Zo and 
J8(z)- zJ ~ J8(z)- 8(zo)J + Jz- zol ~ (C + 1)Jz- zol 
This proves the second inequality. The first is trivial. 
• 
Quadratic terms 
Define matrices [Ckl(Y)] by 
o<P o<P Ckl(Y) = ReLp(tf>(y))( ~(y), ?l(Y)) k, l = 1, 2, .. ·, m 
UXk UX[ 
Since 
k,l 
= Lp(tf>(y))( </J*, </J*) 
these matrices are all real symmetric m x m matrices and their eigenvalues are uniformly 
bounded away from 0 and oo on B by constants b, D 0 < b < D < oo. We let ['ykl(Y )] 
denote the inverse matrices. 
iii)• 
To study the asymptotical behaviour of Tpf we need some technical tools. First some 
notation. 
Notation 
For z E v2, y = y(z) and X E Rm we define 
ak(z, y) = -iLp(tf>(y))( </J(y)- z, ~<P (y)) k = 1, 2, · · ·, m 
UXk 
G(z, y, x) = F(z, </J(y)) + i I: ak(z, y)(xk- Yk) +~I: Ckl(Y)(xk- Yk)(xl- Yl) 
k k,l 
Q(z, y) = 2F(z, </J(y)) +I: /kl(y)ak(z, y)a1(z, y) 
k,l 
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(i.e) G is the second order approximation of F and Q is the resulting expression when we 
apply the integration formula B to 2G. 
Technical estimates 
Let E be the constant from A and choose V3 s.t. lz- </>(y)l < E for all z E V3. This is 
possible by the distance estimate above. For z E "V3 n n y = y( z) and X E !Rm we have 
1a) ak(z, y) 2 ::; CReF(z, </>(y)) 
1 b) There exists 0 < so < 1 s.t. 
1 ReF(z, </>(y))- sollall 2 2': 2ReF(z, </>(y)) 
1c) ReG(z,y,x) 2': C{lz- </>(y)l 2 + lx -yl 2 } 
1d) IF(z, </>(y))- G(z, y, x)l:::; Clx- Yl{lz- </>(Y)I 2 + lx- Yl 2 } 
1e) IQ(z, Y)l ::; CIF(z, </>(y))l :::; Cdist(z, </>(B)) 
lf) ReQ(z, y) 2': Cdist2(z, </>(B)) 
1g) There exist a 0 > 0 s.t. 
1 IF(z,</>(y))-G(z,y,x)l:::; 2IG(z,y,x)l 
when lz - u I < a 0 lx I < ao 
1h) If lz- ul < ao lxl < ao then 
1i) IG(z, y, x + y)l 2': C{IF(z, </>(y))l + lxl 2 } 
Proof 
a) Is obvious from the definition of A and the choice of "V3 
m 
b) Follows from a) llall 2 = I: a~(z,y). 
k=l 
c) 
1 
ReG(z, y, x) = ReF(z, </>(y)) + 2 L Ckt(Y)(xk- Yk)(xt- yl) 
k,l 
d) Is just a reformulation of the error term in the Taylor approximation. 
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e) By definition of the Levi-polynomial we have 
IF(z, q)(y))l ~ Clz- q)(y))l ~ Cdist(z, q)(B)) 
1 
IQ(z, Y)l ~ 2IF(z, q)(y))l + 8 L ak(z, y)2 ~ CIF(z, q)(y))l, 
by a) and the fact that i is an upper bound of the eigenvalues of [-nz(y)]. 
f) Is trivial 
g) By d) 
IF(z, q)(y))- G(z, y, x )I ~ Clx- Yl{lz- q)(y)l 2 + lx- Yl 2 } 
By c)~ Clx- yiReG(z, y, x) 
~ C{lxl + IYI}IG(z,y,x)l 
Since the Jacobian of q) is of maximal rank 
and g) follows. 
IYI = IY- Ol ~ Clq)(y)- ui ~ C{lq)(y)- zl + lz- ul} 
~ C{dist(z, q)(B)) + iz- ul} ~ Clz- ui 
h) I fp - JP I = I (sF+(f_:::-s~G)P+i I for some s s.t. lsi ~ 1. h) then follows from d) and 
g). 
i) 
IG(z, y, X+ Y)l = IF(z, q)(y)) + i <a, X>+~ L ckl(Y)XkXll 
b ~ C{ReF(z, q)(y)) + 211x11 2 + llmF(z, q)(y))+ <a, x > I} 
~ C{ReF(z, q)(y)) + llxll 2 + so{llmF(z, q)(y))l- llall 2 - llxll 2 }} 
= C{ReF(z, q)(y))- sollall 2 +so llmF(z, q)(y))l + (1- so)llxll 2 } 
By b) ~ C{ReF(z, q)(y))i + lxl2 } 
Integration lemma I 
If f3 < no above IYI < f3 and '; < p < '; + ~ 
J 1 1 m .1 -I FP - GP ldx ~ CIQ(z, y)IT-Pdzst2 (z, q)(B)) + C 
lxl<.8 
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• 
Proof 
By lh) 
J 1_2_- _.!._ldx < C J lx- Yl3 + lx- yllz- ¢>(Y)I2 dx FP GP - IG(z, y, x )jP+1 
lxi<.B lxi<.B 
< C J lxl3dx + C J lxllz- ¢>(y)j2dx 
- IG(z, y, x + y)jP+l IG(z, y, x + y)jP+l 
lxl<2,8 IJim 
B .) < C J lxl3dx 
ylz - {IF(z, ¢>(y))l + jxj2}p+l 
lxl<2,8 
J lxllz- ¢>(y)j2dx + C {IF(z, ¢>(y))l + jxj2}p+l 
IJim 
00 
C J rm!z- ¢>(y))j2dr 
+ {IF(z, ¢>(y))l + r2}p+l 
0 
2,8 
:S C j {!F(z, ¢>(y))l + r2}m/2-Pdr 
0 
00 J lz- ¢>(Y)! 2 dr + C {!F(z, ¢>(y))l + r2}P+I--T 
0 
2,8 
:S C j {!F(z, ¢>(y))l~ + r}m-2Pdr 
0 
00 
C J lz- ¢>(y)j2dr + 1 
o {!F(z, ¢>(y))l~ + r pp+2-m 
:S C!F(z, ¢>(y))!T-p+~ + C + Glz- ¢>(Y)I 2 IF(z, ¢>(y))l r; -p-~ 
= CIF(z, ¢>(y))l r; -p {IF(z, ¢>(y))l~ + lz- ¢>(y)2IIF(z, ¢>(y))l-~} + C 
By le) and the distance estimate 
:S GIQ(z, y)jT-P{ dist(z, ¢>(B))~ + dist2 (z, ¢>(B))!F(z, ¢>(y))l-~} + C 
Now IF(z, ¢>(y))l ~ ReF(z, ¢>(y)) ~ C!z- ¢>(y)j2 ~ Cdist2(z, ¢>(B)) so 
m 1 -
:S CIQ(z, y)!T-Pdist~ (z, ¢>(B))+ C. 
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Integration lemma II 
Iff is continuous in D(O, (3), (3 < a 0 above JyJ < (3 and p > r; then 
J 
lxl</3 
Proof 
..:..;_1!-,'-(x~) _-....;_f(~y.:.,.:..)Jd_x :::; JQ(z, y)J-Y-p. o(l) as dist (z, <fl(B))--+ 0 
JG(z, y, x )JP 
It is enough to prove that for each 'Y > 0 there exist d( 'Y) > 0 s.t. 
J JJ(x)- f(y)Jdx m -JG(z, y, x )JP :::; C'YJQ(z, y)J2-P when dist (z, <fl(B)) < d( "!)· 
lxl</3 
where C is some constant independent of 'Y· Since f is uniformly continuous there exist 
8("1) > 0 s.t. lf(x)- f(y)J < 'Y when Jx- yJ < 8("1). This gives 
J lf(x)- f(y)Jdx J JG(z,y,x)JP :::; 'Y 
lxl</3 lx-yl<o(-y) 
JG(z~:,x)JP + 2JJJJJ J 
lx-yl~o(-y) 
l:ol <.B 
dx 
I G ( z' y' X) JP 
The same estimates as the ones we used in the first integration lemma gives 
J JG(z~:,x)JP :::; CJQ(z,y)J';'-p + C('Y) 
lx-yl<o(-y) 
The second term is bounded by some constant C ( 'Y), and this proves the lemma since 
JQ(z,y)J';'-p--+ oo as dist (z,<jl(B))--+ 0 
• 
Lebesgue-measure on M 
Given a parametrization <jJ : B c IRm --+ M there exists a c=-function h on B s.t. h > 0 
and j fdp, = J f(<P(x))h(x)dx 
M B 
where dx is Lebesgue-measure on IRm. In terms of this function we have the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 1 
Let u E M and let <fl(B) --+ M be a parametrization s.t. </J(O) = u. Let h be the 
function corresponding to Lebesgue-measure on M, and let f : M --+ C be continuous in a 
neighbourhood of u, and bounded everywhere. If r; < p < r; + ~, z E n \ M and y = y( z) 
is the selected expansion point in the Taylor-approximation, then for z sufficiently close to 
u 
Tpf(z) = Q(z,y)T-P{C(n,p)f(<jl(y))h(y) + o(l)} 
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as dist (z, ¢(B))---+ 0 
Proof 
Put 
H(z,y) = j f(</>(y))h(y)dx = 2P(f(</>(y))h(y) j - 1-dx 
G(z,y,x)P (2G)P 
~m ~m 
= Q(z, y)m/2-PC(n,p)f( ¢(y))h(y) 
by integration formula B. 
It is enough to prove that 
IH(z, y)- Tpf(z)l :::; IQ(z, y)l!f--p · o(1) 
Now choose a ball v4 and a neighbourhood w of u in M s.t. '1/J(z- w) = 1 in v4 X w. 
Assume W c ¢(B) and V4 n M c W. Then 
IT. f(z)l:::; I j f(w)dp,(w) I+ C 
P F(z, w)P 
w 
Since IQ(z, y)lm/2 -p ---+ oo it is enough to prove that 
IH(z, y)- j ~~~~~~~~)I:::; IQ(z, Y)IT-p · o(1). 
w 
Simularly by choosing a ball V5 it is enough to estimate 
IH( )- J f(¢(x))h(x)dxl 
z,y F(z,¢(x))P 
ixi<.B 
where f3 > 0 is chosen so small that ¢(D(O,f3)) C W, f is continuous on ¢(D(O,f3)) and f3 
is smaller than the constant a 0 in 1g. Now we have by simple estimation 
IH( ) _ J f(¢(x))h(x)dx I 
z,y F(z,¢(x))P 
ixi<.B 
J 1 1 :::; I f(¢(x))h(x){FP- GP}dxl 
ixi<.B 
+I J f(¢(x))h(x)- f(¢(y))h(y) dx 
G(z,y,x)P 
ixi<.B 
+I J f(¢(y))h(y)dxl 
G(z, y, x)P 
ixi~,B 
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i 
I 
1-
Choose a ball V6 s.t. Jy(z)J <~for all z E (n\M)nV6 • Then the last term is bounded. By 
integration lemmas I and II, the first and the second term are bounded by I Q( z, y) I-T -p ·o( 1) 
and this proves the theorem. 
Proposition 2 
Given a compact K in M, there exist a compact K in M with smooth boundary s.t. 
K C int K. 
Proof 
Since M is proper we have C 3 change of coordinates. By a refinement of the differentiable 
structure we can assume that all change of coordinates are C 00 • (See e.g. Munkres (8) 
p. 42). We view M with this new structure as an abstract C 00-manifold. Then it is easy 
to find a compactly supported coo function <jJ with <jJ ;::: 1 on K. By Sards theorem there 
exists c < 1 a regular value of <jJ. Put k = </J- 1 ([c, oo )) a compact with C 00-boundary 
in the refined structure. In the old structure K has C 3 boundary, and this proves the 
proposition. 
• 
We now define 
T. K(z) = J '1/J(z- w)dp(w) 
P F(z, w)P 
k 
We want to prove that ReTpK(z)--+ oo as we approach K. We start with a lemma. 
Integration lemma 3 
If z E C with Rez > 0, a E R and ~ < p < 1. Then 
00 
Re j(z+2iat+t2 )-Pdt 2: C(p)(max(c,0)2 + Jz+a2 1)~-p 
€ 
Proof 
We have Re{ z + 2iat + t 2 } > 0 for all t. Then 
The same is true when we integrate and 
00 00 
Re J (z + 2iat + t 2 )-Pdt 2: cos(p; )I J (z + 2iat + t 2 )-PdtJ 
€ max(£,0) 
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Without -loss of generality we can assume € > 0. Assume first e = 1 and Rez 2: 0. Then 
00 00 j (z + 2iat + t2 )-Pdt = iz + a2 i~-p j { ei8 + (b + t) 2 } -pdt 
1 0 
lz+a21-1 
-lz+a2 i~-p j {ei 8 +(b+t?}-Pdt 
0 
ta • Then for some b > 0 
lz+a21~ 
00 
if(z+2iat+t2 )-Pdti2:C(p)iz+a2 11-p when lz+a2 1-1 ~b. 
1 
But lz + a2 1-~ 2: 8,Rez 2: 0 defines a compact inC x R and on this compact obviously 
00 
I J (z + 2iat + t2 )-Pdti 2: C(p ). This proves the case e = 1. The general case is straightfor-
1 
ward by a change of variable. 
• 
Proposition 3 
Let [Cki] be a strictly positive definite real symmetric n X n matrix, and let [!kz] denote 
the inverse matrix. If z E C with Rez > 0, n/2 < p < "¥- + ~' a 1 , a 2 ,,, an are any real 
numbers and the eigenvalues of [Ckt] are bounded by D < oo, then 
I= Re j {z + 2i t aktk + t Ckttktt} -pdt 
H(f) k=1 k,l 
n 
2: C(n,p, D)det[Ckz]-~ {max( e, 0)2 + iz + L /klakazi} i"-p 
k,l 
where 
Proof 
We first rotate to diagonalize the quadratic form. By a linear transformation S; x k nr Jt 8; 
( 8 k are the eigenvalues) we can assume that all second order coefficients are one. 
The Jacobian of Sis det[Ckz]-~. S does not alter the shape of the domain of integration, 
but it will move the nearest point to the origin to a distance 8 < Dlel. We now rotate back 
to a position H( 8). Then 
I= det{Cki} -~ Re j {z + 2i t aktk + t tH-Pdt 
H( 8) k=1 k=1 
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n n 
where I: ai =I: /klakal. We use the integral formula Bon then- 1 first coordinates to 
k=1 k,l 
get 
00 n-1 
I= C(n,p)det[Cki]-1Re J {(z + L ai) + 2iantn + t~)nf2-p-1dtn 
6 k=1 
Integration lemma III applies to this integral, and then 
n-1 
I~ C(n,p)det[Cki]-1 {max(b, 0)2 + lz + L ai +a~ I} %-p 
k=1 
n 
~ C(n,p)det[Cki]-1 {D2 max( €, o? + lz + L {klakall} %-p 
k,l 
• 
Theorem 2 
IT m/2 < p < m/2 + ;l then 
ReTpK(z)-+ oo as dist(z,K)-+ 0 
Proof 
Choose a point v E K. Since K has smooth boundary, there exist a neighbourhood 
W = <P(B) in M s.t. <P(O) = v and W n k = <P(B n H( t:)) for some € :=:; 0. As in theorem 1 
it is enough to consider 
Put 
J Xi<(w)dp(w) = J F(z,w)P 
W BnH(E) 
h(x)dx 
F(z,</J(x))P 
K(z,y) = j h(y)dx G(z, y, x)P 
H(E) 
where y = y( z) and look at 
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+ J 
BnH(E) 
IF-GI 
IGIP+1 dx 
lh(x)- h(y)!dx 
IGIP 
+ J lh(y)!dx 
IGIP 
H(E)\B 
=I+II+III 
If we assume lh(x)- h(y)l:::; Clx- Yl and use 1c 
II:::;C J 
BnH(E) 
lx -yldx < C J 
IGIP -
lx- Yl 3 + lx- Yllz- cP(Y)I 2 dx 
IGip+l 
BnH(E) 
I+ II is then exactly the same expression we estimated to get integration lemma 1, and by 
this lemma 
I+ II:::; CIQ(z, y)lm/2-Pdist(z, <P(B))! + C 
rn +1 
:::; CIQ(z, y)l 2 -p 4 + C:::; C by If. 
It is easy to see that III is uniformly bounded. 
By proposition 3 we have 
ReK(z, y) ~ C{max{(E- Ym), 0} 2 + IQ(z, y)l}m/2-p---+ oo 
since y and Q(z, y)---+ 0 as z---+ v 
Correction of the C 00-kernels 
Let E be the constant from A, i.e. 
ReF(z,w) ~ Clz- wi 2 if (z,w) En x an and lz- wl ~ t: 
If (z,w) E n X an and t:/6 ~ iz- wl ~ € then ReF(z,w) ~ C(n,t:). The function 
ReF(z, w) is uniformly continuous on compacts in en X en so there exists 0 > 0 s.t. 
ReF(z, w) ~ C(n, t:)/2 when wE an, dist(z, n) < o and 2t:/3 ~ lz- wi > f. The cut-off 
function 'ljJ was defined s.t. 'l/;(z- w) = 1 when lz- wl < ~ and 'l/;(z- w) = 0 when 
iz- wl > ~· 
Since n is strictly pseudoconvex we can find n pseudoconvex s.t. n cc n cc en and 
dist(z, n) < o for all z E f!. With these definitions it is easy to see that the following (0,1) 
form Vw is well defined on n.( w E an) 
{
0 
- t/l(z-w) 
vw(z) = ~z F(z,w)P 
when lz -wl < ~ 
when 2t:/3 > lz- wl > f 
when lz - w I > ~ 
We then have a well defined a closed (0,1) form on n with coo coefficients, and we can 
assume that the coefficients are uniformly continuous on f2 X an and that llvwiiLoo(o,l) ~ C 
independent of w. 
We now let R(z, w) be the canonical solution of the a problem 
18 
By sup-estimates of the 8-problem (see e.g. Crantz (9) Corr. 5.2.12 p.186) we have 
a) IIR(z, w)IILoo(IT) :::; C independent of w, and 
b )IIR(z, w)- R(z, w )iiL=(IT) :::; Cjjvu, - Vw IIL""(O,l)(O) 
The last relation says that the mapping w A- R(z, w) is continuous for each z E n. We 
then redefine TP f and TP k by 
J 1/J(z-w) Tpf(z) = f(w){ F(z,w)P - R(z,w) + C}d!-l(w) 
M 
- J 1/J(z- w) TpK(z)= {F(z,w)P -R(z,w)+C}d!-l(w) 
k 
where C is a large constant s.t. 
End ofproof 
If we find U open in M s.t. K C U C k and assume m/2 < p < r; + i- we have an integral 
extension operator T: Cc(U) ---7 A(Q) defined by 
{ f(z) Tf(z) = 0 
Tpf(z)/TpK(z) 
The continuity ofT follows from theorem 1 and 2. 
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